Obliterates calcium and glaze from rubber rollers.
Eliminates stripping & hickies that may be caused by glaze.
Improves ink transfer and ink/water balance.
Extends roller life and reduces ink consumption.
No VOC’s. No chemical fumes. No HAZMAT shipping surcharges.
Fully biodegradable. Safe for the user and the environment.

Created by LEHMAN and proudly made in the U.S.A
Safe and effective is no longer heresy.
Procedures for using Calcium Slayer - STEP 1
< Remove all ink from press rollers.
< Isolate ink train from plate cylinder. Don’t drop the forms!
< With press stopped, apply a single 1/4" wide bead of
pink Calcium Slayer to the ink roller train. Don’t be sloppy!
< Start press and allow to run through ink roller train for 2-3 minutes.
< Do NOT rinse Calcium Slayer. Proceed directly to Flush (Step 2) application.

Procedures for using Flush - STEP 2
< With press stopped, apply a single 1/4" bead of
blue Flush to the ink roller train.
< Start press and allow to run through ink roller train for 2-3 minutes.
< Apply liberal amounts of clean hot water to the ink roller train
until Flush and contaminants are purged from the rollers.
< Following application of Calcium Slayer & Flush
complete the process with usual press wash products.
Calcium Slayer and Flush were designed to be used as a two-step roller cleaning system.
Do not use separately or in reverse order. Follow only the prescribed procedures. LEHMAN Inc.,
or their authorized agents, will assume no responsibility for improper usage of the products.
Heads-Up: When used as prescribed, Calcium Slayer and Flush will remove an abundance
of calcium, ink, paper lint, and other debris from the ink train rollers. Initial usage may require multiple
applications to remove all build up. Leave ink on ink ball during usage.
Warnings: Read all product directions carefully and adhere to them at all times.
Use of protective eyewear is suggested. If eye contact occurs, rinse thoroughly with clean water.
May sting on open sores, cuts or around fingernails. Use of nitrile gloves is suggested.
Keep out of reach of childre.
Do not leave on metal surfaces for extended periods of time.
If contact with metal occurs, wipe and rinse thoroughly with clean water.
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